We developed a hybrid associations model (HAM) to generate sequential recommendations using two factors: 1) users' long-term preferences and 2) sequential, both high-order and low-order association patterns in the users' most recent purchases/ratings. HAM uses simplistic pooling to represent a set of items in the associations. We compare HAM with three the most recent, state-of-the-art methods on six public benchmark datasets in three different experimental settings. Our experimental results demonstrate that HAM significantly outperforms the state of the art in all the experimental settings, with an improvement as high as 27.90%.
Introduction
Sequential recommendation aims to identify and recommend the next few items for a user that the user is most likely to purchase/review, given the user's purchase/rating history. It becomes an effective tool to chronologically help users select favorite items from a variety of options. A key challenge in sequential recommendation is to identify, learn or represent the patterns and dynamics in users' purchase/rating sequences that are most pertinent to inform their future interactions with other items, and also to capture the relations between such patterns and future interactions. With the prosperity of deep learning, many deep models, particularly based on recurrent neural networks [Hidasi et al., 2015; Hidasi and Karatzoglou, 2018] and with attention mechanisms, have been developed for sequential recommendation purposes. These methods typically model users' sequential behaviors and their long-term/short-term preferences, and have significantly improved recommendation performance.
However, given the notoriously sparse nature of most recommendation data without any side information on the items or users, a question on these deep learning methods, particularly those with attention mechanisms, is that whether the sparse recommendation data is sufficient to enable welllearned attention weights that play effective roles in identifying important information leading to accurate recommendations. Recent studies [Dacrema et al., 2019; Ludewig et al., * Contact Author 2019] bring such concerns on recommendation algorithms in general, demonstrating that complicated deep recommendation methods may not always outperform simple ones.
We propose a hybrid associations model (HAM) with a simplistic pooling mechanism to better model users historical purchase/rating sequences. HAM generates recommendations for the next items using two factors: 1) users' general/longterm preferences and 2) sequential, association patterns in the users' most recent purchases/ratings. The users' general preferences are learned by leveraging their all historical purchases/ratings and represented in user embeddings. The item associated patterns used in HAM include both high-order associations (i.e., more items induce the next, a few items) and low-order associations (i.e., fewer items induce the next, a few items). We use simplistic pooling to represent a set of items in the associations, and recommend the next items based on their recommendation scores aggregated from users' general preferences and item association patterns. We compare the HAM models with 3 the most recent, state-of-the-art methods on 6 public benchmark datasets in 3 different experimental settings. Our experimental results show that HAM models significantly outperform the state-of-the-art methods in all the experimental settings, with a best improvement 27.90%. 1 The major contributions in this paper are as follows: • To the best of our knowledge, HAM is the first method that explicitly models both high-order and low-order sequential associations among items for sequential recommendation. HAM significantly outperforms the state-of-the-art methods. • HAM uses simplistic pooling instead of learned attentions to represent a set of items. • We investigated the attention weights learned in benchmark datasets and studied the potential scenarios in which pooling could outperform attention mechanisms in sequential recommendation. • We studied various experimental settings in which sequential recommendation performance is evaluated, and discussed the potential issues in the most widely used experimental setting in literature.
Literature Review
Numerous sequential recommendation methods have been developed, particularly using Markov Chains (MCs), Recur-1 we will publish the source code once this paper is accepted. 3 Methods Figure 1 presents the HAM architecture and Table 1 presents the key notations. In this paper, the historical purchases or ratings of user i in chronological order are represented as a sequence Si={si(1), s i (2), · · · }, where s i (t) is the t-th purchased/rated item. A length-l subsequence of S i starting at the t-th purchase/rating is denoted as S i (t, l), that is, S i (t, l) = {s i (t), s i (t+1), · · · , s i (t+l−1)}. When no ambiguity arises, we will eliminate i in S i /S i (t, l). HAM generates recommendations for the next items for each user using two factors: 1) the user's general/long-term preferences, and 2) the sequential, association patterns in the user's most recent purchases/ratings. These two factors will be used to calculate a recommendation score for each item candidate in order to prioritize and recommend the next items.
Modeling Users' General Preferences
It has been shown that users' general preferences play an important role in their purchases/ratings [He and McAuley, 2016a] . Therefore, in HAM, we learn users' general preferences using an embedding matrix U ∈ R m×d . U serves as a lookup table, in which the i-th row, denoted as u i , represents the general preferences of user i.
Modeling Sequential Hybrid Associations
Previous study [Tang and Wang, 2018] has shown the existence of sequential associations in recommendation data. Here, we denote the sequential association at time t from its previous n h purchases/ratings to the next n p subsequent purchases/ratings as S(t−n h , n h )→S(t, n p ), and the number of the involved n h +n p items as the order of the association. It has also been shown [Tang and Wang, 2018 ] that the sequential associations among items in benchmark recommendation datasets (used in experiments as in Section 4.2) have different orders. For example, about 50% significant associations have n h =2 and n p ≤2 (i.e., previous 2 purchases/ratings have immediate effects on the next 1 or 2 purchases/ratings), and about 15% significant associations have n h =4 and n p ≤2.
We propose to explicitly model the item associations of different orders in HAM such that the aggregated information from the previous different numbers of purchases/ratings will contribute to the recommendation scores of all the subsequent item candidates. Particularly, we include a highorder association S(t−n h , n h )→S(t, n p ) and a low-order association S(t−n l , n l )→S(t, n p ) (n l <n h , S(t−n l , n l ) ⊂ S(t−n h , n h )) to recommend the next n p items. During training, we split the historical purchase/rating sequence of each user into multiple subsequences (training instances) of length n h +n p (these subsequences will overlap), and learn the individual item embeddings, and thus the embeddings of n h /n l successive items, from all the length-(n h +n p ) subsequences. Note that HAM can be a general framework, in which arbitrary numbers of various-order associations can be incorporated. Mean and Max Pooling from Previous Items In order to represent the information from the previous n h /n l purchased/rated items as a whole, we use pooling mechanisms, and learn one embedding h/o for the n h /n l successive purchases/ratings using 1) mean pooling and 2) max pooling, respectively, from individual item embeddings of the n h /n l purchased/rated items. Given the sparse nature of the recommendation data, it might be difficult to learn and differentiate the contributions of different items. The mean pooling is a simplistic solution to average the effects from each individual item. HAM with mean pooling is denoted as HAM m . The hypothesis of max pooling is that the purchased/rated items contribute in various dimensions in determining the next n p purchases/ratings. HAM with max pooling is denoted as HAM x .
Heterogeneous Item Embeddings
It has also been shown [Rendle et al., 2010; Kang and McAuley, 2018 ] that the item transitions may be asymmetric: item j might be frequently purchased/rated after item k, but not vise versa. To model such asymmetry in HAM, we follow the ideas of heterogeneous item embeddings [Kang and McAuley, 2018] and learn two item embedding matrices, denoted as V ∈ R n×d and W ∈ R n×d , respectively. V and W are lookup tables, in which the j-th row, denoted as v j and w j , respectively, represent item j. If item j is used to recommend the next items, it is represented by v j . If item j is a candidate to be recommended, it is represented by w j .
Recommendation Scores
The recommendation scores are calculated from the user embedding u, the embedding of previous n h purchases/ratings h and the embedding of previous n l purchases/ratings o. For user i, given the subsequence S i (t−n h , n h ), the estimated recommendation score of user i on item candidate j, denoted asr t ij , is calculated as follows:
where w j is embedding of item j, h t i is the embedding for S i (t−n h , n h ) and o t i is the embedding for S i (t−n l , n l ); u i w j measures how user i's general preferences match item candidate j; h t i w j measures how S i (t−n h , n h ) induces item candidate j, and o t i w j measures how S i (t−n l , n l ) induces item candidate j. For each user, we recommend the items of top-k largest recommendation scores. Note that we do not explicitly weight the three factors, as their weights can be learned as part of the user/sequence/item embeddings.
Objective Function
We adapt the Bayesian personalized ranking objective [Rendle et al., 2012] and minimize the loss that occurs when the truly purchased/rated items are ranked below those not purchased/rated. The objective function is as follows:
where Θ = {U , V , W } is the set of the parameters, σ is the sigmoid function, Si(t, n p ) is a sequence of n p items in Si, j denotes an item in Si(t, n p ), and k denotes an item not in Si(t, n p ). Given the huge number of items not in Si(t, n p ), following the ideas in literature [Tang and Wang, 2018; Ma et al., 2019] , we randomly sample a non-purchased/rated item k for each purchased/rated item j. Please note that, in The columns "#users"/"#items"/"#intrns" represent the number of users/items/useritem interactions, respectively. The column of "#i/u" represents the average number of interactions (average length of purchase/rating sequence) of each user. The column of "#u/i" represents the average number of purchases/ratings on each item.
HAM, the recommendation scores of purchased/rated item are not necessarily close to their ground-truth ratings, as long as the scores of purchased/rated items are higher than scores of those not purchased/rated. Also note that each of the items in Si(t, n p ) will be recommended and evaluated independently from S i (t−n h , n h ), following the literature [Ma et al., 2019] .
Materials

Baseline Methods
We compare HAM with following state-of-the-art methods.
Caser [Tang and Wang, 2018] uses multiple convolutional filters on the most recent purchases/ratings of a user to extract the user's sequential features and items' group features. These two features and the users' long-term preferences are used to calculate item recommendation scores.
SASRec [Kang and McAuley, 2018] uses self-attention mechanisms to capture the most informative items in users' purchase/rating sequences to recommend the next item.
HGN [Ma et al., 2019] uses gating mechanisms to identify important items and their latent features from users' historical purchases/ratings to recommend next items. HGN has been compared with a comprehensive set of other methods and has been demonstrated as the state of the art. Thus, we compare HAM with HGN instead of the methods that HGN outperforms.
Datasets
We evaluate the methods on 6 public benchmark datasets: Amazon-Books (Books) and Amazon-CDs (CDs) [He and McAuley, 2016b] , Goodreads-Children (Children) and Goodreads-Comics (Comics) [Wan and McAuley, 2018] , and MovieLens-1M (ML-1M) and MovieLens-20M (ML-20M) [Harper and Konstan, 2016] . The Books and CDs datasets are from Amazon reviews [Amazon, 2020], which contain users' 1-5 star ratings and reviews on books and CDs, respectively. The Children and Comics datasets are from goodreads website [GoodReads, 2020] . These two datasets contain users' implicit feedback (i.e., if a user has read the book or not), explicit feedback (i.e., ratings) and reviews on children and comics books. The ML-1M and ML-20M datasets are from the MovieLens website [MovieLens, 2020] with user-movie ratings. Following the data preprocessing protocol in HGN [Ma et al., 2019] , among the 6 datasets, we only kept the users with at least 10 ratings, and items with at least 5 ratings. We converted the rating values into binary values by setting rating 4 and 5 to value 1, and the lower ratings to value 0. Table 2 presents the statistics of the 6 datasets after the preprocessing. 
NDCG@10
CDs 0.0112 0.0156 0.0205 0.0203 0.0239 16.59% Books 0.0131 0.0211 0.0211 0.0226 0.0236 11.85% Children 0.0622 0.0646 0.0753 0.0737 0.0763 6.13% Comics 0.1219 0.1321 0.1564 0.1458 0.1486 -4.99% ML-20M 0.0561 0.0484 0.0601 0.0587 0.0624 3.83% ML-1M 0.0769 0.0670 0.0761 0.700 0.0780 1.43%
In the above three tables, the best performance in each dateset is bold. The second best performance in each dataset is underlined. The column "improv" presents the improvement of best performance of HAM-based methods over the best performance of non-HAM methods in each row.
Experimental Settings
We use the following three experimental settings to evaluate the methods. Figure 2 presents the three settings. 80-20-cut-off setting (CUT): We extract the first 70% of each user's sequence as training set, the next 10% as validation set for parameter tuning, and the remaining 20% as testing set 2 . CUT is the most widely used experimental setting in sequential recommendation literature [Yuan et al., 2014; Zhao et al., 2016; Tang and Wang, 2018; Ma et al., 2019] . 80-3-cut-off setting (CUS): We use the same training and validation set as in CUT, but only the next 3 items after the validation set as the testing set. Compared to CUT, CUS recommends the immediate next few items, not potentially many items that might be only purchased/rated much later (e.g., in CUT, 20% of a long user sequence may have many items). Leave-out setting (LOS): We use only the last 3 items in each user sequence for testing and all the previous items for training and validation. The validation set contains only the 3 items before the testing items. Thus, LOS maximizes the data for training and recommends the immediate next few items.
Evaluation Metrics
Following the literature [Ma et al., 2019] , we use Recall@k and NDCG@k to evaluate the different methods. For each user, Recall@k measures the proportion of all the groundtruth purchased/rated items in the testing set that are correctly recommended. The overall Recall@k value is calculated as the average over all the users. Higher Recall@k indicates better recommendation performance. NDCG@k is the normalized discounted cumulative gain for among top-k ranking, in which gain ∈ {0, 1}, indicating whether a groundtruth purchased/rated item has been recommended (i.e., 1) or not (i.e., 0). Thus, NDCG@k measures the positions of the correctly recommended items among the top-k recommendations. Higher NDCG@k indicates better performance. Table 3 presents the results on all the six datasets in CUT. Note that CUT is the setting used in Caser and HGN. In CUT, for HGN, we used the parameters reported by its authors on CDs, Books, Children, Comics and ML-20M; on ML-1M we tuned the parameters using grid search. For HAM m , HAM x and other baseline methods, we also tuned their parameters using grid search and report the best results. For HGN, we achieved similar results as reported; for other baseline methods, the results are slightly better than those reported [Ma et al., 2019] . Table 3 shows that in terms of Recall@10, HAM m achieves the best performance on 5 out of 6 datasets, and the second best performance on the rest ML-1M dataset; HAM x achieves the second best performance on 3 out of 6 datasets. In terms of NDCG@10, HAM m achieves the best performance on 4 out of 6 datasets, and the second best performance on the ML-20M dataset; HAM x achieves the second best performance on 2 of 6 datasets. On average, HAM m achieves 27.90%, 18.90% and 7.10% improvement in terms of Recall@10 , and 14.08%, 12.27% and 4.31% improvement in terms of NDCG@10 over all 6 datasets compared to Caser, SASRec and HGN, respectively. This indicates that HAM outperforms the state of the art on most benchmark datasets with significant improvement. Table 3 also shows that HAM m outperforms HGN on all the datasets. The difference between HAM m and HGN is that HAM m uses mean pooling over the last n h items and last n l items to recommend the next items, whereas HGN uses gating mechanisms over the last items and also over their latent features to differentiate the importance of such items and features.
Experimental Results
Overall Performance in CUT Setting
However, as Table 2 shows, each user typically has only a few items (compared to all the possible items), and each item is typically only purchased/rated by a few users (compared to all the possible users). Therefore, the data sparsity issue may lead to less meaningful gating weights learned by parameterized gating mechanisms, whereas equal weights from mean pooling would suffice. Similarly, HAM x , which uses max pooling to capture item difference, could also be effective, demonstrated by its relatively similar performance as HAM m in Table 3 . In addition, HAM combines both high-order and low-order sequential patterns, conforming to the discovery in [Tang and Wang, 2018] , which may also contribute to the superior performance.
In addition, HAM m outperforms SASRec on all the datasets in terms of Recall@10, and in terms of NDCG@10 on 5 out 6 datasets except on ML-1M. A key difference between HAM and SASRec is that HAM leverages item associations in the most recent purchases/ratings, whereas SASRec only uses the long-term user preferences. As demonstrated in literature [Zhou et al., 2019] , user preferences may shift over time and thus preferences from the most recent purchases/ratings might provide more pertinent information for the next recommendations. Moreover, HAM m outperforms HAM x across all datasets consistently. This might be due to a similar reason as for HGN, that is, the sparse data does not substantially enable well-learned difference among latent item features. Table 3 also shows that HAM m outperforms Caser except on the relatively dense datasets ML-1M and ML-20M, which may exhibit strong local patterns in the latent item features that Caser learns from sufficient data and utilizes for recommendation.
Overall, HAM outperforms the best baseline methods with very high percentage improvement when the dataset is very sparse (e.g., 14.16% on CDs on Recall@10), and significant improvement when the datasets is moderately sparse (e.g., 4.67% on Comics on Recall@10). When the datasets are dense (e.g., ML-1M as in Table 2 ), HAM could be slightly worse than the other baseline methods. However, most of the recommendation problems always have very sparse datasets, on which HAM will be effective. More detailed analysis on the data sparsity aspect is available later in Section 5.4. Table 4 presents the results in CUS. In CUS, for HAM m , HAM x and all the baseline methods, the parameters are tuned by grid search on the validation sets, and the best results are reported. Overall, the performance comparison between HAM and the baseline methods has a similar trend as in CUT. Particularly, HAM m achieves overall the best performance compared to the other methods. In terms of NDCG@10, although HAM m is slightly worse than HGN on Children and Comics, it still achieves the second best performance. Table 3 and 4 together show that in terms of Recall@10, all the methods have in general better performance in CUS (evaluating on the immediate next few items) than in CUT (evaluating on the rest 20% items). Note that CUT and CUS have the same training sets but different testing sets. The results in the two settings correspond to our intuition that the historical purchase/rating sequences are most informative for the immediately next few items compared to the items pur-chased/rated much later. In terms of NDCG@10, however, the results in CUT are better. It may be due to that although the recall rate is low in CUT, the number of accurately recommended items is larger, which increases NDCG@10. Table 5 presents the results in LOS. Overall, HAM m outperforms the other methods, achieving the best performance in terms of both Recall@10 and NDCG@10 on 5 datasets, and the second best performance on the rest dataset. Table 4 and 5 together show that in terms of Recall@10 and NDCG@10, all the methods have in general better performance in CUS (i.e., the next 3 items after the validation set of each user are used for testing and the first 80% sequence are used for training and validation) than in LOS (i.e., the last 3 items of each user are used for testing and all the previous items are used for training and validation). Compared to CUS setting, the training sets in LOS setting contain more early purchases/ratings (i.e., purchases/ratings that occurred long time ago before the testing items). These early purchases/ratings may not accurately represent users' preferences at the time of the testing items as such preferences may shift [Zhou et al., 2019] .
Overall Performance in CUS Setting
Overall Performance in LOS Setting
HGN Attention Weight Analysis
It has been shown that the learned attention weights may not always be meaningful [Jain and Wallace, 2019; Serrano and Smith, 2019] . Therefore, we further investigate the attention weights in HGN to interpret their significance and to understand why instead the simplistic mean pooling in HAM would suffice. We use datasets CDs, Comics, ML-1M and ML-10M in the investigation, because these datasets, as Table 2 shows, represent different data sparsities (i.e., CDs is highly sparse, Comics is moderately sparse, and ML-1M and ML-10M are dense). Figure 3 (the x-axis in the figure is logarithmized item frequencies and then normalized into [0,1]) shows that most of the items in CDs and Comics are very infrequent, whereas in ML-1M infrequent items are fewer; in ML-20M, the infrequent items (compared to other frequent items in ML-20M) still have many purchases/ratings (Table 2) . Figure 4a , 4b, 4c and 4d present the distributions of attention weights from the best performing HGN models on the CDs, Comics, ML-1M and ML-20M, respectively. Note that a same item can have different weights in different user sequences; we use all the weights of a same item from all the users in the figures. The distributions for CDs and Comics datasets show very similar pattens: for very infrequent items, their attention weights are highly centered around 0.5 (i.e., the initialization value); for the most frequent items, their attention weights are slightly off 0.5 and have some different values than 0.5. Given that as Figure 3 shows, most of the items in CDs and Comics are infrequent, the weight distribution over infrequent items indicates that the weights might not be well learned to differentiate the importance of infrequent items. The weights on frequent items might be relatively better learned. However, unfortunately, frequent items are not many and their weights may not substantially affect recommendations. The distributions for ML-1M and ML-20M datasets also show similar pattens: the weights for both infrequent and frequent items are closely centered at 0.5, indicat- In these two tables, the best performance for each n h is underlined. The best performance across all n h values is bold. ing that such weights might not well differentiate item importance. Such HGN weight distributions from both sparse and dense datasets indicate that the learned weights may not play an effective role in recommendation. Instead, a special case of weights, that is, equal weights as we have in HAM, should also achieve comparable performance as HGN. As a matter of fact, equal weights on better learned item representations as in HAM actually improve the recommendation performance. Table 8 presents the parameter study on HAM m in the CUT on two sparse datasets CDs and Comics. Recall that n h /n l and n p are the number of items in high-order/low-order associations, and the number of items to be recommended used for training. Table 8 shows that as more items are used to learn high-order item associations (i.e., larger n h ) and more items are recommended during training (i.e., larger n p ), the recommendation performance over the remaining 20% items is better. Still, the best performance is achieved when n h and n p are small (n h is 4 or 5; n p is 2 to 4), indicating that the most recent associations among a few items are effective in recommending next items. Table 9 presents the results when low-order associations among items are not included in HAM m (i.e., n l = 0) in CUT. Table 9 shows that when only a small number of items are used to learn item associations (e.g., n h =3) and a small number of items are recommended during training (e.g., n p =2), HAM m without low-order item associations achieves its best performance. Comparing Table 8 and Table 9 , it is noticed that when low-order associations are not used, the recommendation performance (Table 9 ) is significantly worse than that when low-order associations are used (Table 8) . It indicates that explicitly modeling the low-order associations, together with high-order associations, enables HAM to better capture the hybrid impact from the previous, different number of items, and thus to improve the performance. Table 6 and 7 present the parameter study of HAM m in CUS and LOS, respectively. Similarly as in Table 8 , a small number of items in high-order associations (e.g., n h = 4) is sufficient for the best performance on sparse datasets.
Parameter and Ablation Study
Discussions on Experimental Settings
CUT (i.e., to evaluate the last 20% items) and NDCG@k (e.g., k=10) are the most commonly used experimental setting and evaluation metric. NDCG@k in CUT could overestimate the sequential recommendation performance, particularly for long sequences in which the last 20% items include many. In such long sequences, NDCG@k could be high when items that are purchased/rated very late are recommended on top. However, such recommendations would have limited use scenarios. Meanwhile, many testing items will increase the chances that the recommended k items will be included in the many items, and thus inflate the NDCG@k values. CUS and LOS mitigate the over-estimation issue because always a same number of items will be tested and NDCG@k calculated over a same number of testing items will not be affected by the number of testing items.
